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The American House
A Treasury of Contemporary Houses
The work of Seattle-based architect Tom Kundig has been called both
raw and refined, as well as super-crafted and warm. Kundig's projects,
especially his houses, uniquely combine these two seemingly disparate
sets of characteristics to produce some of the most inventive
structures found in the architecture world today. Kundig's
internationally acclaimed work is inspired by both the industrial
structures with which he grew up in the Pacific Northwest and the
vibrant craft cultures that are fostered there. His buildings uniquely
meld industrial sensibilities and materials such as Cor-ten steel and
concrete with an intuitive understanding of scale. As Kundig states,
"The idea is insaperable from the fabrication, inseparable from the
materials used." Tom Kundig: Houses presents five projects in depth,
from their early conceptual sketches to their final lovingly wrought,
intimate details. Kundig's houses reflect a sustained and active
collaborative process between designer, craftsmen, and owners,
resulting in houses that bring to life the architect's intentions, the
materials used, and lines of unforgettable beauty.

Tract Housing in California, 1945-1973
This idea book for custom-designed housing presents unique design
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concepts that satisfy a wide range of needs, sites, and cost levels
and combine personal expression with architectural achievement

Virginia Record
An inspiring architecture and interior design survey of the most
stunning courtyard houses of the Asia-Pacific region.

The Rapid Fact Finder
Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle
magazine in the region, bringing together Orange County¹s most
affluent coastal communities through smart, fun, and timely editorial
content, as well as compelling photographs and design. Each issue
features an award-winning blend of celebrity and newsmaker profiles,
service journalism, and authoritative articles on dining, fashion,
home design, and travel. As Orange County¹s only paid subscription
lifestyle magazine with circulation figures guaranteed by the Audit
Bureau of Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive guidebook into
the county¹s luxe lifestyle.

Mountain Modern
With an intrinsic ability to see the big picture, today's master
architects are creating inclusive, responsive residential designs that
embrace building, site and interiors with subtlety and style. Their
talent, ambition, attention to detail, and flair f

California Cool
Homes for Our Time
The Spanish-style architecture of Southern California's seaside
estates, canyon villas, and courtyard bungalows is central to its
romantic image, one that has traditionally evoked a Mediterranean
paradise. The details of this inexhaustively rich style-- ornate
wrought iron and wood balconies, colorful tiles, graceful arches, and
palm-dotted gardens-- reflect the region's Spanish, Mexican, and
southwestern history and culture as well as its popular outdoor
lifestyle. This book showcases Southern California's most historically
significant and beautifully preserved Spanish-revival houses of this
century. Twenty-one private homes built between 1922 and 1991 are
featured in stunning color photography that captures exterior and
interior architectural details, Spanish and Mexican antique
furnishings and folk art, and lush landscaping and tiled fountains.
Among these are the Adamson House in Malibu, with its extraordinary
collection of custom tile from Malibu Potteries; the contemporary
Greenberg House in Brentwood, by Ricardo Legorreta; The Andalusia
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Courtyard Apartments in Hollywood; and Casa Pacifica, the former home
of Richard Nixon, overlooking the ocean in San Clemente. Brief
narratives highlight the history of each building and its design
influences on the Spanish-revival movement in California. The Spanish
revival grew in popularity around the turn of the century when many
young American architects traveled to Spain, Italy, and Mexico,
bringing back sketches and, as the foreword notes, romantic memories
of "graceful foliagesmall Indian townstiled dome and rococo towers."
Hundreds of Spanish-style houses, apartments, and bungalows were built
throughout Southern California in the following decades, many of them
commissioned for movie stars such as Charlie Chaplin and Rudolph
Valentino. The Spanish revival is marked by two main phases: the
mission revival, which incorporates the white stucco, cloistered
patios, tile roofs, and exposed-beam ceilings typical of eighteenthcentury California missions; and the more elaborate Mediterranean
revival, influenced by Spanish and Italian Renaissance sources,
eighteenth-century Spanish plateresque and churrigueresque forms, and
Moorish-Andalusian styles.

A Viennese in California
Casa California
Case Study Houses
Contemporary California Houses
Entries on almost five hundred women representing a wide range of
fields of endeavor are featured in a collection of biographical essays
that integrate each woman's personal life with her professional
achievements, set in the context of historical develop

Three California houses
Offers a photographic tour of a variety of California Ranch houses,
from the contemporary to the historical, in styles ranging from
Spanish, Japanese, and French, including Will Rogers's Ranch in
Pacific Palisades, and the Sinatra House in Palm Springs.

A Field Guide to Contemporary American Architecture
"Collection of contemporary residential designs seen across the United
States today [with] residential designs by leading architects from
across the United States, illuminated with rarely seen photographs and
detailed plans, and underlines the sensitivity of today's architects
to the natural environment, as well as the care and attention paid to
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interior design and everyday living. Each project illustrates how
architects adapt their designs to accommodate the challenges posed by
the local topography and variations in climate, along with a sharp
focus on optimum strategies for sustainable living, be it across
small, boutique projects, to large-scale, luxury abodes"--provided by
publisher.

Courtyard Living
Retreat
Orange Coast Magazine
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help
them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY homeimprovement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the
newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the
ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

The California State Senate California Contemporary Art
Collection
Part of a series that aims to place buildings within their historical
context,his text considers Gehry's Schnabel House; Israel's LawsonWeston House;nd Moss's Drager House. It includes specially produced
technical drawingshat explain how the buildings were detailed and put
together. It considersow the houses are all key buildings in the
development of a recognized stylef California residential architecture
and how the buildings afforded theirreator's the reputations as
masters of spatial manipulation.

California Colonial
Masterpiece Iconic Houses
Notable American Women
Showcases the modern residential style in Southern California and
includes many of California's masters of modern residential
architecture. Includes outstanding photography by Russell Abrahams.

California Modern
This glorious book showcases three architecturally important private
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residences, now owned by and home to the expansive art collections of
Max Palevsky, director emeritus of Intel. Each house has either been
restored or reworked by a well-known contemporary architect to make a
magnificent showplace. The three houses together encapsulate the
twentieth-century architectural history of Southern California.
Presented in detail are the Palm Spring House, by renowned mid-century
modernist architect Craig Ellwood; the extravagant Malibu Spanishstyle House, with interior renovations by renowned Italian architect
Ettore Sottsass; and the opulent Beverly Hills House of the 1920s by
George Washington Smith-with interiors that have been reworked
recently by the young and already well-known avant-garde California
architect Coy Howard.

Living West
Museum Publications Part 1 Anthropology, Archeology and Art
The stunning houses of Grant Kirkpatrick and his firm, KAA Design,
exemplify why so many of us look to Southern California as the
pinnacle of sophisticated modern living. Two dozen magnificent custom
homes,modern in style, are built of sensuous materials and sited to
make the most of nature, views, and sunlight. This collection of
visionary residences, shown in gorgeous photographs and colorful
drawings, represents the California Dream, by an architect chosen by
celebrities including TomHanks and Rita Wilson, Matt Damon, and Julia
Louis-Dreyfus, for their personal retreats. Kirkpatrick offers his
reflections on these beautiful projectsand the design strategies
behind their creation.

Catalog of Copyright Entries
Includes section: Industrialized building.

Tom Kundig: Houses
Roots of California Contemporary Architecture
Museum Publications: Anthropology, archeology, and art
Leading urbanist Carole Rifkind takes readers on an illuminating tour
through half a century of design in this comprehensive and lavishly
illustrated book. From private homes and public housing to museums,
religious and educational edifices, shopping centers, malls, and
office buildings, the accessible text demonstrates the interplay
between form and function, and how the uses of space, mass, materials,
and ornament have evolved to produce the structures that surround us
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today. Rifkind also discusses the development of style and analyzes
the contributions of more than two hundred architects, as well as the
political and economic forces that influenced their work. Filled with
over four hundred photographs and line drawings, A Field Guide to
Contemporary American Architecture is an essential reference for both
casual observers and serious scholars. Its in-depth exploration of the
postwar intellectual, social, and artistic environment offers a unique
perspective on our recent past and the forces that shape our modern
landscape.

100 Contemporary Houses
With 36 prototype designs, the Case Study House program created
paradigms for modern living that would extend their influence far
beyond their Los Angeles heartland. This essential introduction
features 150 photographs and plans to explore each of these model
residences and their architects, including Richard Neutra, Charles and
Ray Eames, and

The California State Senate California Contemporary Art
Collection
Houses of Los Angeles: 1920-1935
In the 1950s, a series of dramatic, open, and elegant homes made him a
media star, and interest in the work of his atelier has only increased
over time.".

Bibliographic Guide to Art and Architecture
Popular Mechanics
Showcases contemporary houses designed specifically for mountain
settings and high-altitude locations, looking at how architects
incorporate natural settings into their plans while highlighting
interior design features.

California Contemporary
Open the door into 100 of the most beautiful and pioneering houses of
the past two decades. With featured architects including Daniel
Libeskind, Herzog & de Meuron, and Zaha Hadid, this is a dependable
global digest of the nuances, challenges, and opportunities of turning
all the emotional and practical requirements of "home" into a
constructed

A Guide to Contemporary Architecture in Southern California
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The drama and beauty of historic homes in California are studied and
displayed here in a deeply researched text and over 350 stunning
colour and over 50 black and white photographs. Southern California's
Spanish Revival monuments are pictured here-such as Hearst Castle at
San Simeon, the Adamson House in Malibu, Casa del Herrero in
Montecito. You will enjoy Rancho Revival landmarks like the Lummis
House on Pasadena's arroyo, and Will Rogers' ranch near Pacific
Palisades. These are all different portrayals of the California
Colonial, its romantic past and its manner of settling into
California's climate and landscape. Vernacular and religious
structures built between 1769 and 1848, during the Spanish Mission and
Mexican Rancho eras, gave California its unique character; a look that
was subsequently fictionalised in the revival architecture produced
since those colonial days. Particularly influential on residential
work, the colonial styles have indulged in the rich associations with
Spain's culture-employing styles and ornament from the country's
provincial Andalusian, Plateresco, Churrigueresco, and Desornamentado
styles and its ever-present Mudéjar crafts -- or burrowed into its
rustic pioneer roots and depicted as individual visions of earthy
rancho haciendas.

Big Book of Real Estate Ads
A survey--with full architectural descriptions, historical photographs
and photographic perspectives--of 75 houses built in the greater Los
Angeles area in the early 20th century; includes useful lists and
brief biographies of the architects at the end of each vol.

Ranch Houses
The most forward-looking spaces designed for rustic living in the
twenty-first century. ?Across the globe, architects are creating
innovative houses for country living, reimagining the way we escape
into the natural world. Some combine industrial materials like metal
and concrete with traditional wood. Others create sophisticated essays
in off-grid living, employing the most technologically ambitious greenliving strategies. Still others place discreet structures on remote,
almost-unbuildable locations. This unique volume profiles new and
recent projects that illustrate the inexhaustible potential of the
modern house to enter into a dialogue with nature in sustainable yet
stylish ways. The collection spans the globe, from the Pacific
Northwest to the forests of Japan. Today's architectural vanguard is
represented, as well as established architects working at the
forefront of twenty-first-century design, including Bohlin Cywinski
Jackson, Rick Joy, Olson Kundig, and Marcio Kogan. These rustic
retreats--with comfortable and appealing modern interiors--will
resonate with readers of shelter magazines, while the cutting-edge
reputations of their architects will interest professionals and
students.
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McClean Design
This exclusive travel guide guides the visitor through the most
incredible activities to be found in Shanghai: savour the food of
world-class chefs in Asia's most romantic two-seater salon; eat at the
best holes-in-the-walls and discover local street food haunts; find
the best tailors and quality cashmere, satins and brocades by the
yard; expert

Professional Builder, Apartment Business
The first book on the architect's custom-built residences in
California, tailor-made to the highest specification one could ask
for. This collection of visionary residences takes us on a tour of the
height in luxury, designed to accommodate all amenities
available--from the indoor gym and hair salon to the movie theater,
champagne vault and wine cellar, cigar room, and wellness room.
California Living looks at McClean's rise to prominence, from his
first Bird Streets home in the Hollywood Hills to houses that drew
attention from the likes of fashion designer Calvin Klein and the
record-setting Bel Air home of Beyoncé and Jay Z. In addition to
incorporating water in all of his designs, he makes extensive use of
glass to eliminate the barrier between the indoors/outdoors. His sleek
designs seamlessly integrate the outdoors taking advantage of the
spectacular views and landscapes. After an illustrated introduction,
the portfolio section of twenty-four magnificent ultra-modern homes
describes each house in detail with sketches and site plans,
explaining the architect's work. McClean offers his reflections on
these beautiful projects and the design strategies behind their
creation, all completed in the past fifteen years. McClean Design has
grown into one of the leading contemporary residential design firms in
the fashionable areas of Los Angeles and Beverly Hills, with projects
throughout the Western United States and beyond to Hawaii and British
Columbia.

Contemporary Biography of California's Representative Men
A dense concentration of design talent, uniquely varied topography,
and one of the worlds most pleasant climates have made southern
California a crucible of architectural innovation. There, forwardlooking clients respond to dramatic modern interpretations of form and
site that capitalize on natural light and magnificent ocean views,
perch delicately on steeply graded land, or maximize privacy on a
sliver of a city lot. Thirty of the best designs by the most creative
firms portray the diversity of southern Californias architecture. Sam
Lubell draws examples from Montecito to San Diego and the arid
conditions of Joshua Tree to illustrate the wide range of responses to
geography, budget and space.
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